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Back of Beyond Books
Greetings!
We’re experiencing one of the wettest and muggiest summers that we can remember. Humidity as high as 35%! Of course the rest of the country would
give anything for such low humidity, but poor us, the swamp coolers can’t
quite keep up and the paperback novels begin to curl.
Catalogue #6 has all new material with one or two exceptions. We recently
purchased a collection of classic western novels from the estate of Larry Dingman. Larry was the long-time proprietor of Dinkytown Books in Minneapolis,
MN, and lover of classic westerns. The bulk of his western collection was
purchased by the Library of Congress, and we purchased many duplicates, of
which a few are included here. We’re still awaiting shipment of most of
them. But if you like classic westerns, chances are good we’ll have something
for you. We’ll be listing the bulk of Larry’s books on ABE Books under the
store name LD Books.
The Rocky Mountain Antiquarian Bookfair is August 5 and 6 at the Denver
Merchandise Mart in Denver. Over 70 dealers have signed up, and it promises
to be a great fair. Please stop by our booth and say hello. We will have most
of the material in this catalog at the fair, so you can see it up close.
For many of you, this is the first catalogue of ours that you’ve seen. You’re
receiving it because you’ve purchased a book from us on-line. We hope you
enjoy the catalogue, but if you’d rather not receive them or would rather receive it electronically, please let us know. As always, we maintain want lists
and are always on the hunt for better collections.
Have a great summer!
Andy Nettell
Back of Beyond Books
Back of Beyond Books opened its doors in 1990, specializing in newly published books about the west. Our Rare and Antiquarian department opened in
2005 and focuses on Western Americana and Exploration, Native
Americana, and the writers of the west. We also feature older, beautiful books that capture the essence of the book. Our shop is open 7
days a week. We buy collections, maintain want lists, and love to
talk books; please stop by!
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WESTERN AMERICANA
1. Authentic Life of Billy the Kid
BY GARRETT, PAT F.–SIGNED
PRICE: $125.00

Garrett, Pat F. Authentic Life of Billy the Kid. Horn & Wallace Publishers, Inc., 1964. Cloth. Book
condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Fair. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. First
edition signed by Jarvis P. Garrett who wrote an extensive biographical foreward and signed by
Patricia Garrett Rhome, one of several then living Garrett relatives. Orange boards are clean with
sharp brown title on spine. Corners and head/foot of spine lightly bumped. Light browning inside
front and back board. Tight binding. Dust jacket is not price-clipped. Chips all around and
moderate rubbing. Spine very faded with 1 1/4" piece missing from bottom. Six-Guns item #810 "a
splendid edition."

2. Banditti of the Rocky Mountains and Vigilance Committee in Idaho
BY PELTIER, JEROME
PRICE: $22.50
Peltier, Jerome. Banditti of the Rocky Mountains and Vigilance Committee in Idaho. Ross &
Haines, 1964. Reprint of the rare 1865 edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. 190 pg. and Index. Book
condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Fine. 190pp. Index. Not price-clipped. Cloth. This preceded
Dimsdale's Vigilantes of Montana and, although at odds with him on some details, gives a dramatic
picture of Slade, Bannock, Plummer, and other early vigilantes in the Montana gold fields.

3. Beyond the Hundredth Meridian
BY STEGNER, WALLACE
PRICE: $425.00
Stegner, Wallace. Beyond the Hundredth Meridian. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1954. First
printing. Octavo. 438 pg. Book condition: Fine. Hardcover. Brown boards with gold lettering. Pull
out panorama of the Grand Canyon in great condition. Top edge lightly foxed. Fine pictorial dust
jacket shows minor edgewear and very light chipping. One very small chip to front jacket and one
on back. Very clean interior and tight square binding. Stegner's excellent biography of John
Wesley Powell, showing Powell's lifelong struggle to organize and encourage the participation of
the government in scientific studies of the nation. One of the cleanest copies I've seen.

4. Butch Cassidy, My Brother
BY BETENSON, LULU PARKER–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $50.00
Betenson, Lulu Parker. Butch Cassidy, My Brother. Brigham Young University Press, 1975. First
Edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Hardcover. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition:
Good plus. Signed. Book has light rubbing to boards with a couple of nicks and scratches. Head
and tail of spine bumped. Clean interior save owners name inside front board. Signed and inscribed
on title page. Dust jacket is not price-clipped. Small chips around edges, more pronounced at head
and foot of spine. Rubbing to front and back. Now protected by Mylar jacket. Lamb in his Wild
Bunch bibliography has a lot to say about this title; not all good.
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5. Charles Goodnight Cowman and Plainsman
BY HALEY, J. EVETTS
PRICE: $250.00
Haley, J. Evetts. Charles Goodnight Cowman and Plainsman. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1936. First
edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Good. No jacket. Harold Bugbee
(illustrator). First edition of this classic biography of Charles Goodnight. Howes H36, Herd 960,
Six-Score 53. Description from dust jacket flap pasted inside front board. Bookstore stamp inside
back board. Tan boards show some soiling; corners are bumped. Cloth is frayed at top of spine and
starting on one small spot on spine. Spine is sunned. Top edge and bottom edge corners are soiled.
Tight binding; front board is very slightly loose but no tearing to gutter. Owner’s signature on ffep.
Clean interior. Slight lean.

6. Death Valley: Swamper Ike’s Traditional Lore—Why, When, How?
BY HUFFORD, D.A.
PRICE: $315.00
Hufford, D.A. Death Valley: Swamper Ike’s Traditional Lore—Why, When, How? A unique specialty rebind from D.A. Hufford using Yucca Palm and a red leather tie binding. It appears that the
trade edition of this title was published in maroon paper wraps, and five souvenir copies were
rebound removing the original wraps and adding the yucca palm boards. The publisher tipped in a
sheet on the ffep describing the yucca palm binding and noted the souvenir limited binding on the
last page. Scans upon request. Yucca boards have two 1/2" chunks missing on each front binding
corner and one 3/4" x 1/2" piece missing from the back. Ancient scotch tape used on the spine and
back, but it appears the leather wrap binding is holding. Design is burnt into the yucca boards,
including the title and skulls and bones. The skulls have red eye sockets. Pages are clean with
lightly bumped corners. Owner’s rd rubber stamp inside front board and on title page. All in all, an
interesting and unique piece.

7. Desert Magazine Subject Index
BY BUDLONG, TOM AND JOAN BROOKS
PRICE: $200.00
Budlong, Tom and Joan Brooks. Desert Magazine Subject Index. The Arthur H. Clark Company,
1997. First edition in a printing of 500 copies. Hardcover. Book condition: Fine. No dust jacket as
issued. Brown boards with bright gold gilt on front and spine. This index includes all issues of
Desert Magazine, November 1937 to June/July 1985, plus the five issues of American Desert
Magazine 1992/93. The 539 issues of Desert Magazine contain a wealth of valuable and interesting information about the American southwest. Desert Magazine published the first accounts of
Everett Ruess.

8. Discovery of Yellowstone Park 1870
BY LANGFORD, NATHANIAL PITT–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $385.00
Langford, Nathanial Pitt. Discovery of Yellowstone Park 1870. 1905. Dark blue boards with bright
red and gold printing on front and spine. Beveled corners, corners bumped along with head and
foot of spine. Light rubbing to boards. Tight binding, which is hard to find for this book that uses a
heavy gloss paper. Interior is clean and bright. Light browning to the edges of pages. Signed and
inscribed on the ffep. Langford was the first park superintendent of Yellowstone National Park
and participated in the Washburn expedition.
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9. Elements of Texas Pleading
BY ROBERTS, O.M.
PRICE: $425.00
Roberts, O.M. Elements of Texas Pleading. Ben C. Jones, 1890. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. 83 pg.
plus index. Full leather. Book condition: Good. No jacket. Classic text of early Texas law written
by Chief Justice of the Texas Supreme Court and Governor of Texas Oran M. Roberts. Original
brown leather binding with newer lighter leather spine, corners and new endpapers. Title is
stamped nicely on the spine in darker brown. Original leather has aged gracefully with some marks
and scuffing. Title page is browned along the edges and chipped at the bottom edge. Interior of
book is clean except for 11 pages that show a brown spot at the top edge; does not intrude on text.
The last free endpaper has been taped along the edge. A nice attractive copy of a rare Texas law
text. "In 1883, shortly before Roberts's term as governor ended, the University of Texas opened in
Austin. Upon his retirement Roberts was immediately appointed professor of law, a position he
held for the next ten years. During this period he was immensely influential in the state's legal
profession. His impact on a generation of young attorneys was symbolized by the affectionate title
"Old Alcalde" bestowed on him by his students. During his tenure at the university, Roberts wrote
several professional works, among them a text, The Elements of Texas Pleading (1890), which was
used for decades after his retirement from teaching. In 1893, he left the university and moved to
Marble Falls, where he turned his attention to more general historical writings. His essay "The
Political, Legislative, and Judicial History of Texas for its Fifty Years of Statehood, 1845-1895"
was published in an early general history of the state, Comprehensive History of Texas, 1685 to
1897 (1898), edited by Dudley G. Wooten. Roberts's chapters on Texas in volume 11 of C. A.
Evans's Confederate Military History (1899) stress the role of the Lone Star State in the Civil
War." From University of Texas, 'Texas Politics' website.

10. Enchanted Burro
BY LUMMIS, CHARLES
PRICE: $85.00
Lummis, Charles. Enchanted Burro. Way and Williams, 1897. Grey boards with decorative scene
of burro and Native American on front. Bottom and fore edge deckled, with gold gilt on top edge.
Boards lightly soiled with scattered bumping to edges. Tight binding and clean interior. Stories of
New Mexico and South America. Stated second edition, but title page notes 1897, as does copyright. Charming book.

11. Jeffrey’s Cutoff: Idaho’s Forgotten Oregon Train Route
BY DYKES, JEFF W.–SIGNED
PRICE: $35.00
Dykes, Jeff W. Jeffrey’s Cutoff: Idaho’s Forgotten Oregon Train Route. Fred W. Dykes, 1989.
First edition. 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Stapled soft cover. Book condition: Very good. Black tape
over staple binding and tan wraps. Wraps are lightly soiled, binding tight. Clean interior. Includes
two typed letters signed by the author to Donna Hudgel, then owner of Trails West Books in Louisville, CO. Many photos showing evidence of the route described.
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12. Land of Little Rain
BY AUSTIN, MARY
PRICE: $650.00
Austin, Mary. Land of Little Rain. First edition, first printing. Rare dust jacket. One of my favorite
books of the southwest. This copy has the brown kraft paper dust jacket with dark brown decorative design on front and title and price on spine. The dust jacket has been folded in several places;
chipping to the top edge and at the head and foot of spine. One 1/2" chip missing from head of
spine, but title is all present. Book has olive green boards with black/gold/brown and green decorative stamping. Stamping is fresh on front, slightly less so on spine. Moderate edgewear and head
and foot of spine bumped. Bottom edge is soiled where text block has slightly sagged. Slight lean
to book. Top edge gilt. Light rubbing to boards. Front board has 1 1/4" crack in the gutter, but
binding is tight. Interior of book is clean. One page has been folded at some point.

13. Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth
BY BONNER, T.D.
PRICE: $40.00
Bonner, T.D. Life and Adventures of James P. Beckwourth. Ross & Haines, 1965. Book and jacket
condition: As new. Grey boards with gold gilt on spine. Mountaineer, Scout, Pioneer, and Chief of
the Crow Nation. First published 1856. Reprinted 1965. Limited to 1,500 copies. With new introduction by Stan Nelson. Includes index. Dust jacket not price-clipped.

14. Log of a Cowboy
BY ADAMS, ANDY
PRICE: $125.00
Adams, Andy. Log of a Cowboy. Very good+ first edition hardcover. Brown boards with black
lettering with a picture of a cowboy and cows on upper quarter of front cover. Lightly bumped
corners and spine. Top edge is foxed as are the other edges just lesser so. Endpapers are browning.
A very nice copy. A narrative of the old trail days with six illustrations by E. Boyd Smith. Classic
narrative of a trail drive. Dobie and Dykes 44 Range Country.

15. Memory Bank of Paragonah 1851–1990
BY CAMO, BETSY TOPHAM–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $115.00
Camo, Betsy Topham. Memory Bank of Paragonah 1851–1990. Community Press, 1990. First
edition. Quarto. 506 pg. Hardcover. Book condition: Good. Red buckram with gilt stamped titles
on front and spine. The back board edge of the cover is peeling. Compiled, inscribed, and signed
by Betsy Topham Camp, Daughters of the Utah Pioneers. Illustrated. Ex-library with minimal
markings.

16. Mercer’s Banditti of the Plains
BY RUSH, ORWIN N.
PRICE: $175.00
Rush, Orwin N. Mercer’s Banditti of the Plains. Florida State University Library, 1961. 8vo - over
7¾" - 9¾" tall. 67 pg. Orange wraps. Book condition: Fine. A couple of pencil marks in the margins. Tight binding and clean inside and out. From the title page, "The Story of the First Book
Giving an Account of the Cattlemen's Invasion of Wyoming in 1892." Black and white illustrations. This scarce little book looks at the history of an even scarcer book, Banditti of the Plains.
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17. Nevada: The Banner Gold County of California
PRICE: $500.00
Nevada: The Banner Gold County of California. Nevada County California: The Most Prosperous
Mining County of the United States. With a two-page map of Nevada County, plus many photographs within. 17.5x13.4 cm. (6 3/4x5 1/4"), purple wrappers, gilt-embossed lettering on front
cover. The front cover of this scarce little booklet about mining reads, "Nevada: The Banner Gold
County of California." It was produced "Compliments of Nevada County Promotion Committee."
Many great photographs within of Truckee, Grass Valley, and some mining sites. Within the booklet describes why the area is ideal for mining geographically, etc., and how they are the leading
gold mining county in California. There is a rubber stamp to one of the photograph pages from the
real estate office of Barker & Smith in Grass Valley, CA.

18. Official Brand Book State of Utah 1950–51
BY LOCKWOOD, BERTHA
PRICE: $140.00
Lockwood, Bertha. Official Brand Book State of Utah 1950–51. Utah Department of Agriculture,
1950–51. 8vo. Illustrated. Book shows light shelfwear to edges of cover. End sheet pulling away
from cover at corners. Light wear to hinges, but binding is tight and interior clean. Gold gilt on
front is fading but readable. Lists all livestock brands registered in 1950 with diagrams of each
brand. Hard to find.

19. Outlet
BY ADAMS, ANDY
PRICE: $60.00
Adams, Andy. Outlet. Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1905. First edition, April 1905. 7¾" - 9¾"
tall. Brown cloth. Book condition: Very good. No jacket. E. Boyd Smith (illustrator). Showing
signs of shelfwear. Some wear to the boards. The pictorial design (which is classic) is not as sharp
as some I've seen. Missing one plate.

20. Pioneers of the Roaring Fork
BY SHOEMAKER, LEN
PRICE: $50.00
Shoemaker, Len. Pioneers of the Roaring Fork. Sage Books, 1965. First edition. 262 pg. Illustrated. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Maroon boards with silver printing on spine. Lightly
bumped corners. Clean interior and tight spine. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Not priceclipped. Light chipping to corners and light soiling. Pioneer stories of the early settlers of Aspen,
Basalt, Carbondale, and Glenwood Springs, Colorado area. Many historic photos included.

21. Providence and Her People
BY CAMPBELL, HYRUM A.
PRICE: $112.00
Campbell, Hyrum A. Providence and Her People. Historical Society of Providence, 1949. 412 pg.
Index and illustrations. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Excellent history
of this early and small Cache Valley settlement. Maroon boards with gold gilt on front and spine.
Bumping to the corners and edges. Clean interior and tight binding. Jacket shows chipping on
edges with several chips missing. Also, some soiling. Decorative design shows well. Signed and
inscribed by William P Zollinger who helped direct the publishing of this book.
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22. Ray, Grace & Emery Hunt: Oral Interviews
BY BIEL, KATHY, MARY RISHER, JAMES D. REDD, ALICE MAXWELL, AND MARWYNNE SELFRIDGE–SIGNED BY SUBJECT
PRICE: $100.00
Biel, Kathy, Mary Risher, James D. Redd, Alice Maxwell, and Marwynne Selfridge. Ray, Grace &
Emery Hunt: Oral Interviews. Utah State Historical Society, University of Utah and Cal State
Fullerton, Oral History Program, Southeastern Utah Project, 1991. A series of interviews with Ray,
Grace, and Emery Hunt of southeast Utah. Spans a good part of the 20th century. Signed by Ray
Hunt. Hunt was a well-known 'Indian trader' in the four corners. Ex-library.

23. Real ‘Wild Bill’ Hickok
BY EISELE, WILBERT E.
PRICE: $85.00
Eisele, Wilbert E. Real ‘Wild Bill’ Hickok. William H. Andre, 1931. Book condition: Fine. Dust
jacket condition: Fine. This edition called the “Collectors' Edition” on the copyright page. Decorative cloth. Book and dust jacket show really nicely. Very light shelfwear, head and tail of spine
slightly pushed. Bright colors to wrapper and boards. Tight binding. The author personally knew
Hickok and witnessed some of the daring deeds narrated in the book. Six guns 668.

24. Report on an Exploration of the Country Lying Between the Missouri
River and the Rocky Mountain
BY FREMONT, JOHN C.
PRICE: $33.00
Fremont, John C. Report on an Exploration of the Country Lying Between the Missouri River and
the Rocky Mountain. Ye Galleon Press, 1996. Red boards with black printing on front and spine.
Tight binding and very clean interior. Includes map in pocket and reproductions of approximately
80 titles listed in the National Union Catalog of Pre-1956 imprints. A facsimile of the rare 1843
edition, with an introduction by Michael Tate, History Department, University of Nebraska.

25. Riata and Spurs
BY SIRINGO, CHARLES A.
PRICE: $500.00
Siringo, Charles A. Riata and Spurs. Houghton Mifflin, 1927. First edition, first printing. Book
condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Memoirs of Charlie Siringo from his cattle
days on the Chisholm Trail to becoming a range detective. This first edition was suppressed after a
lawsuit by the Pinkerton Detective Agency and was later re-released without a good portion of the
book. Tight binding, clean interior. Light aging to the pages and light edgewear. This elusive
jacket has a slanting 2" x 1" chip missing from the front and 6/16" missing at head of spine but
does not intrude into the spine text. Fading and chipping to spine. Chipping and small closed tears
around edges. Now protected by clear wrapper. Price-clipped. Six guns 2030. A nice classic addition to any Western Americana collection.
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26. Seventy Years on the Frontier
BY MAJORS, ALEXANDER
PRICE: $22.00
Majors, Alexander. Seventy Years on the Frontier. Long's College Book Company, 1950. 8vo over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Very good
reprint, blue boards with beautiful gold gilt design on front board and spine. Light smudging on
front and back boards, bumped head and foot of spine, minor soiling on fore edge. Tight binding,
clean pages. Dust jacket in clear Mylar sheath, chipped head and foot of spine, closed tears on back
of dust jacket, reparations inside.

27. Story of Old Ephraim
BY CROOKSTON, NEWELL
PRICE: $15.00
Crookston, Newell. Story of Old Ephraim. Newell J. Crookston, 1959. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall.
22 pg. Stapled soft cover. Book condition: Very good. Staple-bound booklet on the legendary
grizzly of Bridgerland, Old Ephraim, whose skull now resides at the Smithsonian. Light soiling to
the wraps, clean inside.

28. Tale of the Yellowstone
BY TURRILL, GARDNER STILSON
PRICE: $115.00
Turrill, Gardner Stilson. Tale of the Yellowstone. G.S. Turrill Publishing Company, 1901. 8vo over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Stapled soft cover. Book condition: Good. Peach colored wraps over staplebound book. Tales of the author's trip to western Wyoming and Wonderland. Compiled from letters by the author with about 100 views given of scenes en route. Soiling to wraps and edges, with
bending to the corners. 1 1/2" x 1/2" chip missing from back corner of wrapper. Top 1" of wrapper
over spine missing with bottom inch fraying. Tight binding. Interior is mostly clean with a little
soiling to the edges of pages. Becoming hard to find.

29. Texas Matchmaker
BY ADAMS, ANDY
PRICE: $60.00
Adams, Andy. Texas Matchmaker. Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1904. First edition. Hardcover. Book condition: Very good. No jacket. Pictorial brown cloth, gilt lettering on spine. Bumping to corners and spine ends, minor rubbing. End papers show ghosts of tape, front and back.
Owner’s bookplate inside front board. Text is bright and clean. Six b/w illustration stamps, tissue
between frontispiece illustration plate and title page.

30. Wallace Stegner Letter, TLS (Typed Letter Signed)
BY STEGNER, WALLACE–SIGNED
PRICE: $900.00
Stegner, Wallace. Wallace Stegner Letter, TLS (Typed Letter Signed). 1992. Letter in fine condition with one hand-written correction and several typos. Typical folds. Signed by Wallace Stegner.
Comes with typed envelope with Stegner's return address printed. Dated February 23, 1992, written in response to a query from cinematographer Eric Temple regarding Stegner's memory of
working with Edward Abbey as a Stegner Fellow. Stegner describes Abbey as "quiet, reclusive,
clean-shaven, watchful." Wallace talks about Ed missing the southwest and that Abbey had "all his
later attitudes well in place but did not express them quite so forcibly as he later did." Later in the
letter he relates a Ken Kesey/Edward Abbey story.
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31. The Yellowstone National Park Historical and Descriptive, Fourth Edition
BY CHITTENDEN, HIRUM MARTIN
PRICE: $32.00
Chittenden, Hirum Martin. The Yellowstone National Park Historical and Descriptive, Fourth
Edition. Robert Clarke Company, 1903. Green boards with gold gilt to front and spine. Tight binding and clean interior. Tipped in map in very good condition. Includes index. Page edges browning. Boards lightly soiled with some edgewear and bumped corners and spine. Owner’s name and
address inside ffep.

COLORADO PLATEAU
32. Between a Rock and a Hard Place
BY RALSTON, ARON–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $150.00
Ralston, Aron. Between a Rock and a Hard Place. Atria Books, 2004. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾"
- 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. A nice signed first
edition, first printing of Between a Rock and a Hard Place. Dust jacket shows edgewear and light
rubbing. Book edges also rubbed. Three pages previously dog-eared. Not price-clipped. Signed and
inscribed, "You Gotta Believe, Aron Ralston." Otherwise clean interior. The amazing story of
survival in a canyon just west of Moab. Movie nominated for many awards.

33. Chew Bunch in Browns Park
BY HUGHEL, AVVON CHEW–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $100.00
Hughel, Avvon Chew. Chew Bunch in Browns Park. Scrimshaw Press, 1970. First edition. 8vo.
Cloth. Book condition: Very good. No jacket. Signed and inscribed by author. Tan cloth boards
with burgundy lettering on spine. Text on brown pages, illustrated endsheets, and maps. Frontispiece portrait of Author Leath Avvon Chew Hughel (taken in 1918). Preface by O. Dock Marston,
edited by Dave Bohn. From rear flyleaf: "One thousand copies of the book were printed at the Noel
Young Press. Typography by Graham Mackintosh. Binding by The Filmer Brothers Press, Taylor
& Taylor. Design & endsheet photography by Dave Bohn." Also has additional owner’s presentation, both on ffep. Interesting and important look at the lives of those who lived in Browns Park. A
lively intersection of outlaws, river runners, explorers, and cattlemen.

34. Grand Port City Company
PRICE: $650.00
Grand Port City Company Land Certificate. Dated November 7, 1861. These certificates are in
very good condition on lightweight rice paper with a light fold to each. Certificates certified that
the bearer is "owner of one original share in Grand Port City Utah Territory containing 50 average
lots to be drawn after the first day of May, 1862. We have two certificates assigned to William M.
Slaughter (No. 498) and Mrs. Martha Slaughter (No. 491). The Slaughters were early pioneers in
Colorado and were stockholders in the Auraria Town Company and the Highlands Town Company. The map on the certificate places Grand Port City south of the confluence of the Green and
Grand Rivers, along the Colorado River. In 1861, this area was terra incognita. The Macomb Expedition of 1859 did not reach the confluence, nor travel along any stretch of the Colorado River.
John Wesley Powell didn't explore this stretch until 1869. Furthermore, due south of the confluence is Cataract Canyon, some of the wildest whitewater on the Colorado River, trapped between
red wall cliffs and obviously not viable as a port of any sort.
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35. Los Angeles in Block Print
BY RUESS, STELLA KNIGHT
PRICE: $900.00
Ruess, Stella Knight. Los Angeles in Block Print. Bryant Press, 1932. Book condition: Very good.
Handsome staple-bound book of the block prints of artist Stella Knight Ruess. This is the fourth
book that Ruess published but first to really showcase her block prints. Her son Everett Ruess left a
legacy of block printing that probably surpassed his mom's in skill, but this illustrates a wonderful
family legacy. Some chipping and light soiling evident on the orange-colored paper wraps. Interior
is very clean and includes many scenes of southern California, including one tipped-in print in
vibrant blue printed on a very thin rice paper. A rare Ruess family article rarely seen on the market.

36. Old Spanish Trail
BY HAFEN, LEROY
PRICE: $85.00
Hafen, Leroy. Old Spanish Trail. Arthur H. Clark, 1954. Index. Volume 1 of the Far West and
Rockies Series. Top two corners bumped, as is the head and foot of spine. Gold gilt on spine still
strong. One nick to front edge of board. Bottom of boards lightly bumped. Not ex-library. About
50 pages show a light bend to the upper corner of pages. Interior has several smudges but otherwise very clean with tight binding. Some pages uncut. The classic look at the Old Spanish Trail, of
which one branch passed by out our front door here in Moab.

37. On Desert Trails with Everett Ruess
BY RUESS, EVERETT
PRICE: $350.00
Ruess, Everett. On Desert Trails with Everett Ruess. Desert Magazine Press, 1950. Second edition.
4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. 80 pg. Hardcover. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition:
Very good. Randall Henderson (Editor). Light brown boards with gold lettering. Lightly bumped
corners and spine. Very good pictorial dust jacket with 3/4" x 1/2" chip from bottom back. Hard to
find in dust jacket. Everett Ruess, youthful poet and artist, went off to explore the deserts of southern Utah in the early ‘30s. He disappeared in November, 1934. This book includes letters to family
and friends.

38. One Hundred Years of Brown’s Park and Diamond Mountain
BY DEJOURNETTE, DICK AND DAUN–SIGNED
PRICE: $175.00
Dejournette, Dick and Daun. One Hundred Years of Brown’s Park and Diamond Mountain. DeJournette Enterprises, 1996. 8vo. 450 pg. Indexed and illustrated. Trade paperback. Book condition: Fine. Signed by the authors. This book fills a void of early history of eastern Utah, western
Colorado, and southern Wyoming, especially the Brown's Park and Diamond Mountain area.
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39. Personal Impressions of the Grand Canon of the Colorado River
BY WOODS, G.K.
PRICE: $875.00
Woods, G.K. Personal Impressions of the Grand Canon of the Colorado River. Whitaker & Ray
Company, for G.K. Woods. 1899. 163 pg. The publisher, G.K Woods, was the general manager of
the Grand Canon Stage Line and no doubt a personal friend of John Hance. The book records notes
written in Hance's register. Includes the famous quote by Wm. O. O'Neill, "God made the canon,
John Hance the trails. Without the other, neither would be complete." He guided trips throughout
the Grand Canon and is remembered by the Hance Trail and Hance Rapid. Book Condition: Good
minus. Boards are worn but binding remains tight. Black printed design on front board is hard to
read straight on; easier at an angle. Gold gilt on all edges. Corners bumped and head and foot of
spine is frayed. This may have been a book presented to Capt. Hance by an admirer. The ffep has
an amazing piece of calligraphy (see scan) presented June 1903 by unknown person. A very unique
copy of a scarce Grand Canon book.

40. Quest for the Pillar of Gold: The Mines & Miners of the Grand Canyon
BY BILLINGSLEY, GEORGE H., EARLE E. SPAMER, AND DOVE MENKES
PRICES: $20.00
Billingsley, George H., Earle E. Spamer, and Dove Menkes. Quest for the Pillar of Gold: The
Mines & Miners of the Grand Canyon. Grand Canyon Association, 1997. Perfect bound. 4to - over
9¾" - 12" tall. Book condition: Fine. Extremely light shelfwear. Store sticker residue on back.
Tight binding and clean interior. Includes fold-out map in back.

41. Rainbow Bridge: Circling Navajo Mountain and Explorations in the Bad
Lands of Southern Utah and Northern Arizona
BY BENHEIMER, CHARLES
PRICE: $60.00
Benheimer, Charles. Rainbow Bridge: Circling Navajo Mountain and Explorations in the Bad
Lands of Southern Utah and Northern Arizona. Doubleday, Page & Company, 1924. First edition.
8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. No jacket. Dark blue boards with
gold gilt on front and spine. The spine is faded but legible. Tight binding and very clean interior;
deckle edges. Boards have light bumping to the corners and head and foot of spine. Very very light
warping to boards. Overall a nice copy of this classic report on the exploration of Rainbow Bridge.

42. Saga of San Juan
BY PERKINS, CORNELIA ADAMS, NIELSON, MARIAN GARDNER, AND LENORA BUTT JONES
PRICE: $65.00
Perkins, Cornelia Adams, Nielson, Marian Gardner, and Lenora Butt Jones. Saga of San Juan. San
Juan County Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1957. First edition. 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Buckram.
Book condition: Good. No jacket. True first edition published in 1957. Maroon boards with gold
stamped on front and spine. Corners are bumped as is the head and foot of spine. Title page is
pulled slightly but holding tight. Interior of book is clean.
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43. White Water the Colorado Jet Boat Expedition, 50th Anniversary Edition
1960–2010
BY HAMILTON, JOYCE–SIGNED
PRICE: $75.00
Hamilton, Joyce. White Water the Colorado Jet Boat Expedition, 50th Anniversary Edition 1960–
2010. 50th Anniversary edition of White Water, first published in 1963 by the Caxton Press,
Christchurch, New Zealand. Now re-published and embellished with new photographs, mostly in
color, and a copy of a DVD documenting the uprun. A beautifully produced collector's item.
Signed by Joyce Hamilton. "It was with a new form of boat propulsion, designed in New Zealand,
that a party of Americans and New Zealanders proposed to challenge the authority of the river.
After a downstream run to lay in caches of fuel, they would turn about and run the rapids ‘against
the grain.’ Impossible said the experts.” Map endpapers. Brown leather binding and gold gilt to
front and spine.

NATIVE AMERICANA
44. Anasazi Regional Organization and the Chaco System
BY DOYEL, DAVID
PRICE: $55.00
Doyel, David. Anasazi Regional Organization and the Chaco System. Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, 1992. 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Perfect bound. Book condition: Very good. Wraps are a
little soiled with one small grease spot on front. Edge and corner wear evident. Tight binding and
clean interior. Price sticker on back.

45. Book of the Hopi
BY WATERS, FRANK
PRICE: $100.00
Waters, Frank. Book of the Hopi. First edition. Red cloth with yellow spine and turquoise printing
on spine. Some edge soiling especially at bottom corner of text block. Corners lightly bumped, as
is bottom of spine. Clean interior. Decorative endpapers. The binding is tight but the front endpaper has a wrinkle at the gutter; probably a binding error. Dust jacket has wear all around and
some soiling. 1/2" x 1 1/2" chip missing from bottom of spine and 1/8" x 1/8" chip at top. Creases
at all folds. Light water on spine. Not price-clipped ($10.00). Includes material and drawings by
Oswald White Bear Fredericks.

46. Eugene Buechel, S.J. Rosebud and Pine Ridge Photographs, 1922–1942
BY BUECHEL, EUGENE
PRICE: $20.00
Buechel, Eugene. Eugene Buechel, S.J. Rosebud and Pine Ridge Photographs, 1922–1942. Grossmont College, 1974. 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Perfect bound. Book condition: Very good. Tan
wraps with photographic image on front. Front wrap has light crease. Wraps are lightly soiled.
Very light browning to edges of pages otherwise clean interior and tight binding. Wonderful series
of photos from the Rosebud and Pine Ridge Reservations of South Dakota.
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47. Geronimo et al.
BY EDWARDS, THOMAS A.
PRICE: $55.00
Edwards, Thomas A. Geronimo et al. First and only edition of this epic poem of Geronimo and
others. Brown fabrikoid boards shows soiling easily in the grain. Light flaking on spine. Gold gilt
on front is easily read but fading. The string binding is loosening, but no loose pages. Edges show
some soiling.

48. God is Red: A Native View of Religion
BY DELORIA, VINE–SIGNED
PRICE: $80.00
Deloria, Vine. God is Red: A Native View of Religion. North American Press, 1993. Second edition, later printing. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Hardcover. Book condition: Fine. No jacket. Decorative boards are lightly rubbed with a slight bump to foot of the spine. Otherwise the book looks
new. Very clean inside with nice author's signature on the title page. Classic writing from Deloria.

49. House of Rain: Tracking a Vanished Civilization Across the American
Southwest
BY CHILDS, CRAIG
PRICE: $15.00
Childs, Craig. House of Rain: Tracking a Vanished Civilization Across the American Southwest.
First edition, first printing. Book and dust jacket exhibit only the lightest of shelfwear and edge
soiling.

50. Names: A Memoir
BY MOMADAY, N. SCOTT–SIGNED
PRICE: $40.00
Momaday, N. Scott. Names: A Memoir. HarperCollins, 1976. First edition, first printing. 8vo over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good plus. Tan
cloth boards with brown stamping on front and spine. Very light soiling to the edges. Top of the
book block is lightly soiled. Clean interior. Owner’s bookplate on verso of ffep. Signed by author
on recto of ffep. Binding is tight. The book as a whole shows a slight warp. Dust jacket has a
closed tear and chips at the top of the spine, about 1/2" long. Otherwise light soiling and a little
fading to the spine. Price-clipped.

51. Navaho, The
BY KLUCKHOHN, CLYDE
PRICE: $15.00
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, 1947. Cloth. Book Condition: Very Good. Dust Jacket
Condition: Good. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. First edition, second printing. Tan boards with sharp
green title on spine. Boards are lightly soiled and corners lightly bumped. Clean interior except for
owner’s writing inside front board. Endpapers show map of Navaho country. One small ding on
edge of front board. Time magazine article from 1948 on Navaho sand paintings taped inside back
board. Dust jacket is chipped around the edges and on edges. Several small pieces missing. Front
of dust jacket is bright, spine and back lesser so. Protected by Mylar cover.
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52. Navajo Creation Chants
BY PEABODY MUSEUM OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY
PRICE: $400.00
Peabody Museum of Harvard University. Navajo Creation Chants. Harvard University Press,
1950. Soft cover. Book condition: Near fine. Booklet accompanies series of records recorded in
1929 by Dr. Harry Hoijer. Booklet has one bent corner and previous owner’s signature on front.
Chants originally recorded by Dr. Harry Hoijer, Dr. George Herzog, and Dr. Berard Haile in 1929
for The Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art of Santa Fe, New Mexico. Five-record set X 10" 78
rpms. Albums appear unblemished; I did not play any of them to hear quality. Book/record sleeve
in good condition. Some fading, bumping, and soiling present. Rarely found on the market.

53. Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute: Hearing Before the Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs United States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress Second
Session
PRICE: $35.00
Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute: Hearing Before the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs United
States Senate, Ninety-Third Congress Second Session. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1974. 8vo
- over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Trade paperback. Book condition: Very good. Green wraps are lightly faded,
more so on the spine. Light edgewear and soiling to edges of book. Tight binding and clean interior. Owner’s name on front wrap.

54. No Turning Back
BY QOYAWAYMA, POLINGAYSI (ELIZABETH Q. WHITE)–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $100.00
Qoyawayma, Polingaysi (Elizabeth Q. White). No Turning Back. University of New Mexico Press,
1964. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good.
Signed by Polingaysi Qoyawayma with the beautiful inscription of "May the tinge of my pioneer
life help to bring about mutual understanding between the Indian and all the people. It had not been
easy, but I have no regrets. I have gained for the better, now returned to my own, to continue on."
Salmon colored boards show light edgewear. Brown stamping on front and spine. Limited discoloration at top of board, about 1-inch area. Foot of spine is pushed. Tight binding and clean interior.
Dust jacket is not price-clipped. Moderate chipping to edges. 3/4" x 3/4" chip missing at top. Old
store stickers on back of dust jacket. Faded spine.

55. People of the Deer
BY MOWAT, FARLEY
PRICE: $40.00
Mowat, Farley. People of the Deer. First edition, first printing of Farley Mowat's first book, published in 1952. Blue-green boards have bright gold gilt on spine. Small areas of white speckling on
front, spine, and back of boards. Light edgewear. Binding is tight and square. Dust jacket is not
price-clipped ($4.00). Colors are bright all around. Some light edgewear with two 1/2" closed tears
and some light rubbing. Jacket would be very good, but the spine has an odd rubbing that intrudes
into the lettering. It almost looks like a printing defect, but the color is rubbed off in a vertical
spotty line. The front presents very nicely!
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56. Sundancing at Rosebud and Pine Ridge
BY MAILS, THOMAS E.
PRICE: $250.00
Mails, Thomas E. Sundancing at Rosebud and Pine Ridge. Center for Western Studies, 1978. Full
leather. Book condition: Fine. Brown full-leather book with slipcase. Marbled end papers, speckled
edges, and clean interior. Binding is square and tight. This book is No. 221/250. Whereas the book
has been in storage, there is still very minor wear to the slipcase and a small piece of the paper
over boards on the slipcase torn, 3/4" x 3/4". Book looks new.

57. Way to Rainy Mountain
BY MOMADAY, N. SCOTT
PRICE: $32.00
Momaday, N. Scott. Way to Rainy Mountain. First edition, first printing. Book shows light edgewear; one bumped corner. Salmon boards with decorative cover is clean and bright. Binding is
tight and interior is clean. Dust jacket not price-clipped ($4.95) and shows light soiling to the edges
and light edgewear at head of spine.

CLASSIC WESTERN
58. Ben Warman
BY WINTER, CHARLES E.
PRICE: $60.00
Winter, Charles E. Ben Warman. J.J. Little and Ives, 1917. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall.
Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Dark green boards with bright
gold gilt on front and spine. Photograph pasted on front board. Tight binding and clean interior.
Dust jacket has 1/2" x 1/2" chip missing at bottom of spine. Taped repair inside at top of jacket
front and outside on back of jacket. Some soiling.

59. Big Corral
BY CODY, AL
PRICE: $15.00
Cody, Al. Big Corral. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1949. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book
condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Orange-red boards with sharp brown stamping.
Tight binding and clean interior. Light edgewear. Dust jacket is not price-clipped ($2.00), has light
chipping to edges and creases, and light soiling.

60. Cruel Wind Blowing
BY MCCANN, KENYON–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $9.75
McCann, Kenyon. Cruel Wind Blowing. University Editions, 1999. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Trade paperback. Book condition: Fine. Book shows very light edgewear, tight binding,
and clean interior. Signed and inscribed by author.
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61. Fenwick’s Trail
BY BINDLOSS, HAROLD
PRICE: $40.00
Bindloss, Harold. Fenwick’s Trail. Stokes, 1933. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth.
Book condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Will Andrews (illustrator). Two partners
quarrel to the death in this Northern Ontario tale. Bold blue boards with sharp gold gilt on front
and spine. Corners show wear, and edges are soiled. Slight slant to book. Rubber stamp of bookstore on ffep. Paperclip mark on half-title page. Tight binding and clean interior. Dust jacket shows
light soiling and some fading to spine. 1/2" closed tear at top and very light chipping around. Black
crayon underlined "W" on front. Two small dented impressions near front gutter. Price-clipped.
Dinkytown catalogue #58.

62. Flame of Forgotten Guns
BY PAGE, RALPH
PRICE: $35.00
Page, Ralph. Flame of Forgotten Guns. Doubleday Doran, 1933. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Red boards with sharp,
cool wrap-around graphic on front and spine in black. Light bumping to edges and corners. Tight
binding and clean interior. Store stamp inside back board. Dust jacket not price-clipped ($2.00).
3/4" chip at top corner plus chipping at head and foot of spine. Classic/campy western art. Dinkytown catalogue 42.

63. Greenhorn’s Hunt
BY SUBLETTE, C.M.
PRICE:$25.00
Sublette, C.M. Greenhorn’s Hunt. Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1934. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Orange boards with
sharp blue stamping on front and spine. Light edgewear, head and tail of spine lightly pushed.
Book block edges lightly soiled. Tight binding and clean interior. Dust jacket is worn and chipped
along edges and creases. Small pieces missing from head and foot. Not price-clipped ($2.00). Back
is soiled.

64. Hair-Trigger Brand
BY BARKER, REGINALD C.
PRICE: $60.00
Barker, Reginald C. Hair-Trigger Brand. Page, 1929. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Decorative cloth.
Book condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Harold Cue (illustrator). Hard to find in
very good dust jacket. Both book and dust jacket in faux leather like material. Book shows edgewear at corners. Front board slightly bowed. ffep is lightly pulled. All illustrations present by Harold Cue. Owner’s name in pencil inside front board. Store sticker inside back board. Dust jacket in
remarkably good condition, in fact it is in very good condition. Light chipping at corners and head
of spine is pushed. Tale of adventure in Arizona. Dinkytown catalogue 73.
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65. Hired Wife: A Love Story
BY STANTON, CORALIE
PRICE: $30.00
Stanton, Coralie. Hired Wife: A Love Story. Chelsea House, 1935. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Good plus. Dust jacket condition: Good. Blue boards with red
printing. Light water damage to top of both boards. Some soiling on the edges, top edge stained
red. Endpapers slightly browned. P. 14/15 has small brown spot on edge. Tight binding and clean
interior otherwise. Dust jacket has chipping at folds and edges. Some soiling. Protected by Mylar
jacket.

66. Indian Beef
BY WIRE, HAROLD CHANNING
PRICE: $35.00
Wire, Harold Channing. Indian Beef. Doubleday Doran, 1940. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾"
tall. Cloth. Book condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Tan boards with brown printing on
spine. Tight binding and clean interior. Evidence of removed bookplate on ffep. Top edge brown
stained. Slight discoloration on bottom third of spine. Dust jacket is price-clipped with recent green
sticker adjacent. Chipping to edges of dust jacket especially at head and foot of spine. Missing 1/4"
at head of spine. Faded spine. Hard-to-find dust jacket.

67. Long Hunt
BY BOYD, JAMES
PRICE: $20.00
Boyd, James. Long Hunt. Scribners, 1930. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book
condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Book and dust jacket have light shelfwear. Tight binding and clean interior. Dinkytown Antiquarian Bookshop shop sticker inside back
board.

68. Marked Man
BY WIRE, H.C.
PRICE: $95.00
Wire, H.C. Marked Man. Appleton Century, 1934. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth.
Book condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Dark blue boards with bright gold gilt on
front and spine. Some wear to edges and head, and foot of spine is pushed. Boards show water
damage up to two inches from bottom. Same damage inside parts of book but more noticeable on
boards and inside dust jacket. Dust jacket looks pretty good. Some chipping to edges as usual.
Bright colors.

69. Raiders of Lost River
BY WOODS, CLEE
PRICE: $45.00
Woods, Clee. Raiders of Lost River. Macauley, 1936. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall.
Cloth. Book condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Oatmeal boards with brown imprint on front and spine. Slight lean to book. Edges becoming frayed. Head and foot of spine
bumped, with fraying to head. Book block edges has soiling. Clean interior and tight binding.
Endpapers browned. Dust jacket has bright colors but somewhat soiled. Chipping to creases and
edges, especially at head and foot of spine. Not price-clipped ($2.00). Hard to find in decent dust
jacket.
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70. Ranchman’s Stories
BY SEELY, HOWARD
PRICE: $75.00
Seely, Howard. Ranchman’s Stories. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1891. Hardcover was published in
1886 with this paperback re-print 5 years later. Paperbacks very rare from the 19th century. Fair
condition only, mostly because the wrapper is detached and a portion of the spine is missing.
Wrapper now protected by clear cover. Mostly clean interior with a little soiling on the first couple
of pages.

71. Shane
BY SCHAEFER, JACK
PRICE: $450.00
Schaefer, Jack. Shane. First edition. Corners and spine lightly bumped. Twelve pages show a very
minor 1/4" wrinkle at bottom edge. Some browning inside front and back board. Dust jacket is not
price-clipped ($2.50) and shows chipping along all edges and several narrow scratches to front.
Spine and bottom edge is faded. A fragile dust jacket on an iconic and hard-to-find classic very
early printing. Scans upon request.

72. Smugglers’ Trail
BY EVANS, EVAN
PRICE: $20.00
Evans, Evan. Smugglers’ Trail. Harper & Brothers, 1934. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book
condition: Good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Light blue board with blue stamping on spine. Moderate edgewear with light spots on book block. Tight binding. Owners name on ffep. Dust jacket
has chipping along edges and one taped repair inside top front.

73. Son of Arizona
BY AELTZER, CHARLES ALDEN
PRICE: $45.00
Aeltzer, Charles Alden. Son of Arizona. Doubleday Doran, 1931. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Good. Green boards with black
stamped decorated cover and black printing on spine. Tight binding and clean interior. Rubbing to
edges; head and foot of spine bumped. Dust jacket is lightly soiled with light chipping to creases
and edges. Head and foot of spine are chipped. Price-clipped. One 1/2" closed tear.

74. True Grit
BY PORTIS, CHARLES
PRICE: $200.00
Portis, Charles. True Grit. Jonathan Cape, 1969. Hardcover. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket
condition: Very good. Brown boards with bright gold gilt on spine. Very light shelfwear and
maybe the slightest slant. Tight binding and clean interior. Orange on top edge. Quite nice! The
dust jacket has very light chipping. The colors are bright and sharp. Amazing psychedelic design to
the cover; very late ‘60s. One of the most classic westerns, with great dialogue captured well in the
Coen Brothers movie treatment of 2010. Quite hard to find in such a clean British printing.
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75. Vinegarroon: The Saga of Judge Roy Bean
BY MCDANIEL, RUEL
PRICE: $175.00
McDaniel, Ruel. Vinegarroon: The Saga of Judge Roy Bean. Southern Publishers, 1936. Decorative Cloth. Book Condition: Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Very Good. First Edition. 8vo - over 7¾"
- 9¾" tall. Really nice copy of the photoplay edition dust wrapper of Vinegarroon with photo still
of Gary Cooper and Walter Brennan. Dust jacket would be graded fine except there are four small
'grease' like stains on front of jacket. Much more noticeable inside jacket but two are evident on
front of jacket, about 1/8" in size. Very light edgewear. Cartoon like panels inside flap. Light
brown boards with clean black printing on front and spine. Classic western motif. Scans upon
request. Book is in fine condition. Tight binding, clean interior. A nice production and hard to find
in this condition.

76. Where the Trail Divides
BY LILLIGRIDGE, WILL–SIGNED
PRICE: $35.00
Lilligridge, Will. Where the Trail Divides. Dodd, Mead & Company, 1907. First edition. 8vo over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Decorative cloth. Book condition: Very good. No jacket. Burnt red boards
with blind embossed design and white embossed title. Lightly soiled, edges lightly rubbed, and
head and tail of spine bumped. Slight lean to book. Edges of book block lightly soiled.

MORMON
77. Diary of Charles Lowell Walker, Two-Volume Set
BY LARSON, A. KARL AND KATHERINE MILES LARSON
PRICE: $120.00
Larson, A. Karl and Katherine Miles Larson. Diary of Charles Lowell Walker. Utah State University, 1980. Two-volume set. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Fine. Volume 2 has very
light chipping to dust jacket at head and foot of spine. Walker compiled 12 journals from his arrival in Salt Lake City in 1854 to 1899 in St. George, Utah. Includes notes on his personal life but
also about the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

78. Guide to the Route Map of the Mormon Pioneers from Nauvoo to Great
Salt Lake, 1846, 1847
BY PRATT, ORSON
PRICE: $100.00
Pratt, Orson. Guide to the Route Map of the Mormon Pioneers from Nauvoo to Great Salt Lake,
1846, 1847. Millroy & Hayes, 1899. 31 pg. Dark yellow wraps are soiled on the edges with bumping to the corners. Light vertical crease through entire pamphlet. Some pages are browning. One
inch tear at top of spine. Flake 5411.
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79. Handcarts to Zion 1856–1860
BY HAFEN, LEROY R. AND ANN W. HAFEN
PRICE: $40.00
Hafen, Leroy R. and Ann W. Hafen. Handcarts to Zion 1856–1860. Arthur H Clark, 1969. First
edition, second printing. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket
condition: Very good. Brown boards with dark blue stamping on front and spine. Light bumping to
corners and head and foot of spine. Front board shows some looseness but no tear to gutter, otherwise binding is tight. Top edge lightly soiled. Dust jacket is lightly chipped around the edges with
one minor dimple on front. Price-clipped. One small scrape on back bottom edge.

80. Letter to the Secretary of the Interior on the Affairs of Utah, Polygamy
and Cohabitation
BY TICKNOR, GEORGE CURTIS
PRICE: $95.00
Ticknor, George Curtis. Letter to the Secretary of the Interior on the Affairs of Utah, Polygamy
and Cohabitation. 32 pg. 12 mo. Tan staple-bound pamphlet wraps in very good condition. Light
soiling and bumping with a couple of chips and short closed tears. Clean interior.

81. Mormon Chronicle: The Diaries of John D. Lee 1848–1876, TwoVolume Set
BY BROOKS, JUANITA AND ROBERT GLASS CLELAND
PRICE: 150.00
Brooks, Juanita and Robert Glass Cleland. Mormon Chronicle: The Diaries of John D. Lee 1848–
1876. Huntington Library, 1955. Two volumes. First edition. Octavo. Volume 1: 344 pg. Volume
2: 480 pg. Edited and annotated by Robert Glass Cleland and Juanita Brooks. Hardcover. Brown
cloth with red labels and bright gold gilt on back strips. Map endpapers with some browning. Both
volumes very good condition. Square and tight with clean interiors. Light wear to the edges. Top
edge bumped in Volume 1. Dust jackets show chipping to edges, a few water stains and other
soiling. This set preceded the University of Utah edition and contains five previously unpublished
diaries of Lee's.

82. On the Mormon Frontier: The Diary of Hosea Stout, Two-Volume Set
BY BROOKS, JUNITA
PRICE: $50.00
Brooks, Junita. On the Mormon Frontier: The Diary of Hosea Stout. University of Utah Press, Salt
Lake City, UT, 1982. Two volume set. Reprint. Small quartos [26 cm]. 769 pg. Hardcover. Book
conditions: Fine. Dust jacket conditions: Fine. Orange cloth with gilt stamped titles on the back
strips. Rust red boards with gold gilt on spine. The diary of this influential Mormon politician and
religious figure.
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83. C & Sng
BY FERRELL, MALLORY HOPE
PRICE: $175.00
Ferrell, Mallory Hope. C & Sng. Pruett Publishing, 1981. First edition, first printing. Hardcover. A
look at the C&Sng. 238 pg. with photographs, maps, diagrams, rosters, and index. Brown pebbled
cloth has very light shelfwear with bright gold gilt on the spine. Tight binding and clean interior.
Dust jackets show light rubbing and three small closed tears. A classic of Colorado railroading.

84. Colorado Midland
BY CAFKY, MORRIS–SIGNED
PRICE: $150.00
Cafky, Morris. Colorado Midland. Rocky Mountain Railroad Club, 1965. No. 1,746/6,000. Signed
by author. Dark brown boards with gold and red printing on front and spine. Very tight binding
and clean interior. Corners are bumped as is head and foot of spine, typical for this heavy volume.
The tailband is slightly pulled. Complete with frontispiece and three color plates with tissues. Dust
jacket is lightly chipped at top and bottom of dust jacket, corners bumped. Light rubbing. Colors
are bright.

85. Mansions on Rails: The Folklore of the Private Railway Car
BY BEEBE, LUCIUS– SIGNED
PRICE: $100.00
Beebe, Lucius. Mansions on Rails: The Folklore of the Private Railway Car. Howell-North Press,
1959. Gold Coast Edition, limited to 1,950 copies signed by the author. No. 1,321/1,950. 382 pg.
Tipped- in color frontis. Red cloth boards with bright gold gilt on front and spine. Books is clean
and tight. The tip-in frontispiece has one bent corner. Clear plastic wrapper has one small tear. The
illustrated paste-down on the slipcase is bright with light rubbing. The red slipcase box itself has
moderate rubbing but is fully intact save one corner with a very slight detachment.

86. Explorations for a Pacific Railroad Route, Thirteen-Volume Set
PRICE: $12,000.00
Reports of Explorations and Surveys, to Ascertain the Most Practicable and Economical Route for a
Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean. Made Under the Direction of the Secretary
of War, in 1853-54. Washington: A.O.P. Nicholson (printer) 1855–1860. Large, thick quarto. Twelve
volumes bound in 13. Profusely illustrated with maps, lithographed plates, colored lithographed plates,
profiles, etc. Leather back and corners over marbled boards, Volume 11 in publisher's black cloth.
Bindings worn and chipped in places. Volume 11 cracked at top of rear joint. Occasional light foxing.
Some pages browned in Volume 2, Part 2. A few pages with heavy foxing in Volume 10, Part 4.
Heavy foxing to early leaves of Volume 11, with a small tear (hole) to the ffep. Ten-inch tear to the
general map (map I). Damage to top of pg. 55-56 in volume 12, Book 2, Part 3. Despite the few blemishes mentioned here, this is a very good, handsome set of the railroad surveys. An important collection of exploration data regarding the western United States. Includes Warren's Map of the Territory of
the United States from the Mississippi to the Pacific Ocean, which is considered the best cartographical work on the West up to its time. Wagner-Camp pg. 262–267.
Vol 3, Sec 2: Extra color plate: View of Black Forest Mount Hope; Vol 3, Sec 3: Extra color plate:
Mojave Indians; lacks text plate 35: Pictographs at Yampais Spring; Vol 3, Sec 4: One extra map
Vol 5, Sec 2: Geology plate 10 lacking; Vol 6, Part 4: Plate 3 of mammals trimmed on right side
Vol 10, Sec 3: Birds: Two extra plates, 7 hand-colored plates present, calls for 5 (Biblio. calls for 6)
Vol 11: 32 folding maps, as called for
Vol 12: Book 1: Plate 22 lacking, plate 23 duplicated (repeated)
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87. Narrow Gauge Land
BY EAKIN, JAMES S.–SIGNED
PRICE: $50.00
Eakin, James S. Narrow Gauge Land. Daring Press, 1982. Book is tight and clean. Minimal rubbing to bottom corner, and very light rubbing to back wrap.

88. Through the Rainbow Canyon
BY AVERETT, WALTER R.
PRICE: $32.00
Averett, Walter R. Through the Rainbow Canyon. Self published, 1995. 177 pg. Brown boards
with bright gold gilt on front and spine. Book is in great condition, tight binding, and clean interior. One bumped corner. Dust jacket is lightly soiled and rubbed. A personal narrative of people,
places, and events, from Caliente to Carp, Nevada, revolving around the rail line through Rainbow
Canyon.

FICTION
89. Bookman’s Promise
BY DUNNING, JOHN–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $45.00
Dunning, John. Bookman’s Promise. Scribner, 2004. First edition, first printing. 8vo - over 7¾" 9¾" tall. Hardcover. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Fine. Signed and inscribed.
Book and jacket are in very fine condition. Jacket not price-clipped. Beautiful copy.

90. Bookman’s Wake
BY DUNNING, JOHN–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $200.00
Dunning, John. Bookman’s Wake. Scribner, 2004. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition:
Fine. Book is signed and inscribed to the late Larry Dingman of Dinkytown Books; Dingman is
mentioned on pg. 349 of the book. Very light shelfwear and a smudge of soiling on top edge of
book.

91. Catcher in the Rye
BY SALINGER, J.D.
PRICE: $70.00
Salinger, J.D. Catcher in the Rye. Signet, 1953. Mass market paperback. Book condition: Very
good. First Thus. First printing of the Signet mass market paperback, so stated March 1953. Bright,
unfaded colors all around. Light crease near spine, but spine itself is uncreased. Edges and corners
lightly chipped and front and back lightly soiled. The back wrap especially shows soiling on the
white design. Book edges all dyed red. Soiling to edges and apparent “L” written on top edge.
Tight binding. Interior is clean with usual browning to pages. Overall, this book shows nicely.

92. Death of Jim Loney
BY WELCH, JAMES–SIGNED AND INSCRIBED
PRICE: $70.00
Welch, James. Death of Jim Loney. First edition, second printing. Signed and inscribed by Welch
on ffep, dated 1985. Publicity head shot of Welch tipped in inside back board. Blue boards show
light edgewear. Interior is clean except for owners name scratched out inside front board. Tight
binding. Dust jacket has minor chipping at head and foot of spine with slight aging along the
edges. Colors remain vibrant on dust jacket.
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93. Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test
BY WOLFE, TOM
PRICE: $600.00
Wolfe, Tom. Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1968. First edition. 8vo - over
7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Fine. A beautiful copy of this
classic. The white boards remain clean; head and tail of spine are slightly pushed. Clean interior.
Two pages show a slight bend to them on the edge. Unclipped dust jacket has one very small chip
at the head of the spine. Plus a 1 1/8" x 1/4" piece of clear tape overlays Wolfe's head shot on back
of jacket. Easily missed unless you look carefully.

94. Fools Crow
BY WELCH, JAMES–SIGNED
PRICE: $65.00
Welch, James. Fools Crow. Viking Press, 1986. First edition. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth.
Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Ivory cloth spine over maroon
boards. Signed only on the half-title page, no inscription. The only thing that downgrades the book
from fine is light foxing to the top edge and brownish soiling to the top edge of spine. Otherwise
tight and clean. Dust jacket has one corner near price (not clipped) dog-eared. No chipping. One
7/16" closed tear barely visible at top of spine.

95. Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven
BY ALEXIE, SHERMAN–SIGNED
PRICE: $35.00
Alexie, Sherman. Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven. Atlantic Monthly Press, 1993. 8vo over 7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Signed by
author. No remainder mark. Spine is lightly faded. One small nick to back spine edge of dust jacket
and light rubbing to dust jacket now protected by clear cover. Not price-clipped. Book is tight and
clean. Head and tail of spine lightly bumped.

96. Lost Borders
BY AUSTIN, MARY
PRICE: $135.00
Austin, Mary. Lost Borders. Harper & Brothers, 1909. First edition. Hardcover. Book condition:
Very good. 209 pg. Olive green pictorial cloth with gilt title to cover and spine. All seven b/w
illustrations present. Light soiling and edgewear, spine slightly darkened. Tight binding; two signatures show into the gutter but are holding tight, no looseness. Top edge is colored light black.

97. Maid and a Million Men
BY DUNTON, JAMES G.
PRICE: $30.00
Dunton, James G. Maid and a Million Men. Grosset and Dunlap. New York 1928. Reprint edition.
Book condition: Very good. From the dust flap, "Leona changes places with her twin brother so
that he could get away from camp to visit his fiancée. Unexpected sailing orders however send
Leona to the trenches of France." And from the front of the dust jacket, "The whole army thought
she was a man...until a woman fell in love with her! Read this amazing confession of a virgin in
khaki." The artwork is classic. Book is in very good condition, light shelfwear and browned paper.
Tight binding. Dust jacket has chipping at the corners with a 1/4" x 3/8" chip on spine.
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98. Old Ramon
BY SCHAEFER, JACK–SIGNED
PRICE: $300.00
Schaefer, Jack. Old Ramon. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1960. First edition, later printing. 8vo - over
7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Harold West
(illustrator). Not price-clipped. Grey cloth with turquoise pictorial on front board and title on spine.
Head of spine very lightly bumped. Dust jacket has two 1/4" closed tears at base of spine and very
light rubbing to spine. Nice bright copy. Signed on ffep by author in red pen.

99. Reservation Blues
BY ALEXIE, SHERMAN–SIGNED
PRICE: $30.00
Alexie, Sherman. Reservation Blues. Atlantic Monthly Press, 1995. 8vo - over 7¾" - 9¾" tall.
Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Fine. No remainder mark. Signed by
Alexie on title page. Not price-clipped. Dust jacket is very clean. One very small chip on one corner and very light edgewear. Book is clean and tight. Blue boards. Tail of spine is pushed. 1/2"
nick to gutter of front board.

100. Siddhartha
BY HESSE, HERMANN
PRICE: $200.00
Hesse, Hermann. Siddhartha. The New Classics Series, 1951. First edition, first printing. Hardcover. Book condition: Fine. Dust jacket condition: Good. First American edition of this classic
novel. Translated by Hilda Rosner. Dusty top edge. Bumping to the head and foot of spine, otherwise square clean and tight. Dust jacket good only as there is a light score on the front wrapper;
plus light rubbing and chipping with several small closed tears. Colors remain bright. Price-clipped
at bottom and new price later printed ($1.75) at top. Old price also struck from back list, otherwise
apparent first stated dust jacket and first printing of book.

101. Two O’clock Eastern Wartime
BY DUNNING, JOHN–SIGNED
PRICE: $250.00
Dunning, John. Two O’clock Eastern Wartime. Charles Scribner's Sons, 2001. No. 99/100. Beautiful three-quarter blue leather in a very good slipcase of blue silk and matching marbled boards.
Slipcase shows light soiling. Includes one page of Dunning's original working manuscript tipped in
at the beginning of the book and additionally signed and authenticated by Dunning. Produced by
the Santa Teresa Press of Santa Barbara, hand-bound by the Harcourt bindery in cooperation with
Scribner of New York.

102. Winter in the Blood
BY WELCH, JAMES
PRICE: $38.00
Welch, James. Winter in the Blood. HarperCollins, 1975. First edition, first printing. 8vo - over
7¾" - 9¾" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Brown cloth
over “marbled” blue boards. Light edgewear. Binding is tight with a slight slant. Interior is clean.
Owner’s signature on ffep. Dust jacket is lightly soiled with one noticeable chip on spine. Bend
near price ($6.95). Back of jacket was folded at one time.
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ART
103. Art of Raymond Jonson
BY JONSON, RAYMOND–SIGNED
PRICE: $100.00
Jonson, Raymond. Art of Raymond Jonson. University of New Mexico Press, 1976. First edition.
4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Cloth. Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good.
Raymond Jonson (illustrator). Signed once and inscribed on ffep, and signed again on copy of
typed note explaining his (Jonson) decision to retire from painting. Grey blind embossed cloth with
black text on spine is clean and sharp. Very clean interior. Shows slight slant. Dust jacket is lightly
soiled with minor bumping to edges and minor rubbing. Not price-clipped. Now protected by
Mylar wrapper. Laid in pamphlet has eight color plates; also exhibition catalog published by University of New Mexico in 1964. Pamphlets are in very good condition.

104. Colorado History: Insights and Views Through Postcards
BY HARBERT, CHARLES–SIGNED
PRICE: $150.00
Harbert, Charles. Colorado History: Insights and Views Through Postcards. Vestige Press, 2006.
4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Cloth. Book condition: As new. Limited and numbered. Limited to 250
copies. This is No. 62/250. Signed by author. Book is new. Only wear may be a little shelfwear.
Classic collection of vintage postcards chronicling Colorado History. Blue boards with photo
pastedown on front with bright gold gilt on spine. Signature on limitation card on ffep. Comes in
blue slipcase.

105. Earthworks
BY MULLIGAN, STEVE–SIGNED AND I NSCRIBED
PRICE: $35.00
Mulligan, Steve. Earthworks. AlyssaPress, 2003. First edition. 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. Cloth.
Book condition: Very good. Dust jacket condition: Very good. Steve Mulligan (illustrator). Signed
by Moab photographer Steve Mulligan. Black boards with silver gilt. Book has one bumped corner
and light shelfwear. Dust jacket is lightly rubbed with moderate soiling. Back of dust jacket has
chip on corner and evidence of bent jacket. Jacket now covered by clear wrapper.

106. Memo to the Mountain Lion
BY STEGNER, WALLACE
PRICE: $75.00
Stegner, Wallace. Memo to the Mountain Lion. DeGolyer Library, SMU, 1995. Book condition:
Fine. Thomas Quinn (illustrator). Broadside printed by Susan Acker at the Feathered Serpent Press
for the DeGolyer Library at Southern Methodist University. Designed by Thomas Quinn. Broadside featuring a reclining Mountain Lion followed by Stegner's quote from Memo to the Mountain
Lion. Printed in 1995. Printed limitation unknown. Not signed by printer nor artist. In fine clean
condition.

107. Ruby Castles Canon of the Grand (on cover)
BY JACKSON, WILLIAM HENRRY
PRICE: $3,000
Jackson, W.H. Ruby Castles Canon of the Grand. A Denver & Rio Grande railway train makes its
way along the Colorado River in Ruby Canyon in Utah. Sandstone cliffs and vegetation flank the
water. Located just west of the Utah/Colorado state line. Print is 17" x 21". Copyright information:
Detroit Photographic Company, 1900 in lower right corner with title and catalogue number, 59025
in lower left corner. Print in fine condition.
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108. Thomas Moran: Artist of the Mountains
BY WILKINS, THURMAN
PRICE: $20.00
Wilkins, Thurman. Thomas Moran: Artist of the Mountains. University of Oklahoma Press, 1998.
Second edition. Tan cloth with blue printing on spine. Book is tight and clean with the lightest of
shelf wear. Dust jacket has a vertical rubbing on front about 3" x 1/8" otherwise fine. Color plates.

109. Thousand Miles of Mustang
BY GREEN, BEN K.
PRICE: $50.00
Green, Ben K. Thousand Miles of Mustangin'. Northland Press, 1976. Third printing. Octavo. 145
pg. Fine hard cover. Brown cloth with gold lettering and gold horse lower front corner. Red
"Archive Stamp" on ffep. Near fine dust jacket. Minor edgewear. The story takes place during the
depression and when the author hears of "phantom" mustangs in the Big Bend country of south
Texas, he can't resist.

110. Twenty Broadsides: Bookslinger Editions, Walker Art Center Reading
Series 1981–1982
BY MORRISON, TONI, BORGE, JORGE LUIS, CORSO, GREGORY, BRODSKY, JOSEPH, ET AL.
PRICE: $275.00
Morrison, Toni, Borge, Jorge Luis, Corso, Gregory, Brodsky, Joseph, et al. Twenty Broadsides:
Bookslinger Editions, Walker Art Center Reading Series 1981–1982. Walker Art Center, 1982. No.
35/90. Series of 20 broadsides printed at Toothpaste Press for Bookslinger Editions. Includes
signed broadsides from Joseph Brodsky, Natalie Goldberg, Allan Kornblum, Jorge Luis Borges,
Ann Lauterbach, Gregory Corso, Helen Adam, Ntozake Shange, Scott Helmes, Stephen Ruppenthal, Toby Lurie, Toni Morrison, Helen Yglesias, Francine Du Plessix Gray, Lucille Clifton, Ruth
Roston, Laurie Taylor, John Solensten, Madelon Sprengnether Gohlke, and M.S. Merwin. Handmade paper with letterpress printing. Each broadside uses two colors with one using a third color.
Several edges are sunned with the Merwin being the most obvious. Others with lightly sunned
edges could be covered by matting. Broadsides in very good condition. Each has one deckled edge.
In brown clamshell box that is lightly warped and lightly soiled with one 1/2" x 1/2" brown stain
on front. Beautiful design elements in the broadsides. Includes promotional mailer from the
Walker Art Center for this reading series.

111. Under One Fence: The Waggoner Ranch Legacy
BY MEINZER, WYMAN AND HENRY CHAPPELL
PRICE: $90.00
Meinzer, Wyman and Henry Chappell. Under One Fence: The Waggoner Ranch Legacy. Badlands
Design & Production, 2010. First edition. Folio - over 12" - 15" tall. Cloth. Book condition: New.
Dust jacket condition: New. Wyman Meinzer (illustrator). Still in shipping box. A history through
photos and text of the famous Waggoner Ranch in Texas. Stunning book.
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